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In this paper we…

Tamasheq-
French 
Parallel 
Corpus

1. Produce a Tamasheq to French speech translation corpus (17h). 
➔ The Tamasheq language: ~500 thousand speakers, Tuareg variety, Berber 

macro-language spoken by nomadic tribes across North Africa in Algeria, Mali, 
Niger and Burkina Faso. 

2. Distribute a 641h audio collection in five languages from Niger: 
➔ French (FRA) , Fulfulde (FUV),  Hausa (HAU), Tamasheq (TAQ)  and Zarma (DJE).

Data Processing Pipeline
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Web-crawling
Studio Kalangou 

and Studio 
Tamani

25h in TAQ 

(2016-2019)

671h in 5 languages (2019-2021)

Manual 
Translation
+ Automatic 

Post-processing

Thanks to Fondation Hirondelle [1] and their local 
partners in Niger (Studio Kalangou [2]) and Mali  
(Studio Tamani [3]), we received authorization to 

web-crawl their daily radio broadcasts produced in 
five languages (FRA, FUV, HAU, TAQ, DJE).

Automatic 
Segmentation 

with gender 
labeling

We share two versions of this dataset: 
● Clean (17h): utterance-level 

Tamasheq speech aligned to French 
translations; 

● Full (19h): includes two additional 
hours of noisy segments. GitHub

● We commissioned ELRA [4] 
to translate the 25h radio 
episodes in TAQ (15 min 
each) in French.

● We used this annotation to 
segment the episodes into an 
utterance-level corpus, and 
removed noisy segments.

[1] https://www.hirondelle.org/en/ 
[2] https://www.studiokalangou.org/ 
[3] https://www.studiotamani.org/
[4] http://www.elra.info/en/about/elda/
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We used the 
LIUM_SpkDiarization [5] 

for segmenting the episodes 
in the five languages into 

breath turns. This step also 
produces (approximative) 

gender labeling.

We share 641h of audio 
segments with gender 

annotation in FRA 
(111h), FUL (109h), HAU 
(100h), TAQ (224h) and 

DJE (95h).

Additionally, we share two 
wav2vec 2.0 [6] base models 

trained using this audio collection: 
tamasheq-only (224h of TAQ) and 
niger-mali (all languages 641h).

Download here

HuggingFace

[5] Meignier&Merlin (2010). Lium spkdiarization: an open source toolkit 
for diarization. In CMU SPUD Workshop.
[6] Baevski et al. (2020). wav2vec 2.0: A framework for self-supervised 
learning of speech representations. arXiv:2006.11477
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